Psychological trajectories in the year after a newly diagnosed seizure.
Underdiagnosed depression and anxiety are well-recognized issues in chronic epilepsy, but the evolution of these symptoms after diagnosis is not well understood. We aimed to identify mood trajectories after a first seizure, and to examine factors impacting these trajectories. Seventy-four patients were evaluated at 1, 3, and 12 months with (1) the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, and (2) a semistructured interview assessing patients' initial psychological reaction to the seizure at 1 month (limited vs. pervasive loss of control). The SAS Institute's TRAJ data modelling procedure was employed to delineate trajectories. Two depression and three anxiety trajectories were identified, with significant overlap. The majority of patients (≈ 74%) followed a trajectory with low depression throughout the study, and either low or moderate anxiety. A minority followed trajectories with high depression and anxiety from diagnosis (≈ 16%). Patients with high levels of distress were adversely affected by seizure recurrence and antiepileptic drugs (AEDs), whereas those with low levels were not. Trajectories were predicted by the patient's sense of loss of control early after diagnosis and were weakly related to demographic and medical variables (age, gender, education, relationship status, psychiatric history, and prior epileptic events). Methods that account for heterogeneity in patient responses are critical for developing a clinically relevant understanding of adjustment after a newly diagnosed seizure. Most patients appear to be resilient in the face of early seizures, whereas those at risk of longer-term psychological difficulties may be evident from diagnosis. Early screening for depression and anxiety is warranted.